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TWILIGHT
OFFATH
illions of species
share this planet.
But only man has
developedscience
and religion. Only
man has tried to
understand the
world around him, and lookedfor
purpose in his life. Only man
asks who, why, what, when,
where and how.
What sets us apart from all
other specieson earth is the
awesome power of our
minds. It drives us to want to
know and to understand.
That is why we build cathedrals,templesand churches.
That is also why we peer
through microscopes,build
particle acceleratorsand
send spaceprobesto the farthest reaches of the solar
systemand beyond.
From the earliest of times.
mankind recognizeda basic
symmetry and consistency
in heavenand earth. The sun
cameup everymorning.The
moon waxedand waned.The
stars and planets followed
their courses through the
heavens.Leaves changed
color every autumn. New growth
burst forth in the spring.
People saw this as evidence
that they and their world were in
the handsof God-or the godsand all was well.
ouT0t Tilt sHADows
Mostpeople lived fairly simple,
predictable lives. They planted
their crops,or workedat the trade
they had beentaught by their fathers and that they in turn would
teachtheir sons.The averageperson could not read or write, and
knew little of the world outside
the immediate communitv. Ev-

eryonehada placein society-the
rich, the poor, eventhe servantor
slave.That was the way it had always been, and the way they
thought it would alwaysbe.
If they had questions, they
could ask the priest, or the
shamanor the witch doctor,who
knew what was necessaryabout
life, deathand the purposeof existence.Religion,andwhat eventually becamethe church in the

nomical charts. Science,or what
passed for science, didn't have
much to do with the averageperson.
In general,however, the early
scientist-philosophersof the
Western world were bound by a
deep respect for tradition, especially sacred tradition. They
went about their work in the
spirit of investigatingtheir Creator's handiwork. Their humble

Western world, was assumedto
have the answers to the really
important questions.
But a few have alwaysthought
more deeply and asked probing
questions. Why is it this way?
How does the universe work?
What is the meaning of the creation-and of life itself?
For most of recordedhistory,
the scientist was viewed as a
rather eccentric figure on the
fringes of normal society. He
seemedtospendhis time looking
for the elixir of life, or trying to
turn lead into gold, or doing unfathomable things with astro-

Two of the world's greatestscientists, Galileo Galilei (left) and Albert Einstein (right) helped pioneer new ways of thinking about
the uniuerse and our place in it.
efforts could only supplementand certainly never challengethe majestic revealed truths of
the Bible. as interpreted by the
authorities of the church.
Gradually, however, a gulf
openedbetweenscienceand religion in the West.About300 years
ago,scientistsbeganto move out
of the shadows and onto center
stage. The influence of religion
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slowly,but decisively,decreased.
Technologybeganto changethe
way we lived, but more significantly it changed the way we
thought about ourselves.Man
could now master the environment. No longer were we nature's pawn, and the dogmatic,
often simplistic explanationsof
religion no longer satisfied.
The theologian gradually becamethe rather incongruousfigure on the edge of society. His
well-meaning efforts to help
seemedless
andlessrelevantwith
everypassingdecadeofprogress.
Everything really important
could apparently be explained
without him. Afber centuriesof
groping in the dark, it was the
scientists, not the theologians,
who emergedwithanswers.?hey
gaveus new insights. They performed the miracles. They lightenedour burdens,and broughtus
new truths. There was lessneed
to rely on the conceptof God to
explain the existenceand functioning of the universe.
The thinking developed that
everythingcould be studied and
explainedby science.Physicists,
chemists, biologists, geologists
confidently gave answerswhile
theologians seemedto become
more and more out of touch with
the needsof the real world.
l slltrG: lffw woRtD
But then. aboutthe end ofthe
19th centurl'. scientists who
were studring the deepestmysteries of matter and energywere
confronted q'ith a whole new
wa1'of looking at the world. As
phvsicists probed the vastness
of space and the heart of the
atom. what they discoveredwas
so different, so fantastic and utterl!'unexpected that it seemed

to defy all common sense,all
logic and all reason.
Most of us still see ourselves
as living in a predictablethreedimensional world, surrounded
by familiar, solid objects.Up is
up, down is down, and we usually know what time it is. But
the "new physics" is telling us
that this may not be the way it is
at all. Our everydayworld may
be, at the fundamental level, a
very peculiar place. The most
common object-a pen, a
woodenspoon,or this bookletmay be in reality a pulsating,
shimmeringfield of energy,held
in check by mighty forces that
prevent it from coming apart.
Today, those who work with
high-energyphysics,probing the
beginning of time and the ultimate building blocks of the universe,are finding that they may

some scientists into territory
that has typically been the preserveof the philosopherand theologian, whosejobs have traditionally been to explain what
cannotbe adequatelyunderstood
by experimentand observation.
Religion, however, seems to
have lost its moorings at this
point in human development.
Today, it is rife with factions,
divided into sects,cults and denominations,its clergyoften unsure of themselves and their
mission. And tragically, the
Bible, once acknowledgedas a
reliable sourceof knowledgefor
mankind from its Creator, has
been criticized, doubted and
downgraded.This has beendone
not only by skepticsand agnostics, but by those presumed to
understandit best.
It is tragic that the Scriptures
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behitting barrierswherepractical
experimentscan go no further.
It is an interesting state of
affairs. After severaldecadesof
astounding discoveries,physicists in the high-energy field admitthey maybe reachingtheend
of their experimentalrope. Researchat the leading edgemust
be carried out in the laboratory
of the mind, where the tools are
those ofthe intellect (reinforced
by horrendously complicated
mathematics).But this has led

have been so badly represented.
When properly understood,the
Bible adds a vital dimension to
the questions being raised by
those who are pushing the frontiers of knowledge.We need to
look at the Bible and see if its
ancient light can illuminate the
rernarkable mysteries we are
pondering today.
But first, let's take a brief look
at the history ofreligion and science,and understandwhy a gulf
openedup betweenthem.
at
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stronomy
was
among the first of
the sciences to be
developed in the
West. The early
civilizations of
Egypt and Mesopotamia made a diligent and
careful study of the heavens.
The people were essentially
practical, so their investigations
were centeredaround the problems of everyday life. They saw
in the sun, moon and stars the
manifestation of the gods who
influenced every aspect of their
lives. What would the weather
be like for the harvest? When
would the river flood? What
would be the sex of the next
child? Consequently,their understanding becamemixed with
deep superstition.
The ancient Greeks were the
frrst people to approach scientific inquiry with a desire to
learn for learning's sake. Theirs
was a remarkable civilizationconsideredone of the most productive learning periods in history.
The Greeks were a deeply religious people. They strove for
perfection in mind and body,
and saw evidence of it in the
harmony of nature and the

symmetry of the heavens.Thus
they became intensely curious
about everSrthingaround them.
They plotted the coursesof the
stars and planets. They collected fossils. They sorted birds
and beetles into categories.
They studied anatomy, art and
architecture. They developed
innovative theories of politics
and government.
ARISTOTTE
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they based their argrments on
incorrect assumptions, made
some now-obvious mistakes. In
Aristotle's case, he reasoned
that the earth was the center of
the universe, and that the sun
and planets went around it. His
earth-centered theory of the
universe, further developed by
the astronomer Ptolemy in the
second century A.D., was the
standard explanation until
modern scientific methods
proved their superiority. Aristotle's methods and conclusions
were accepted until the 16th
century.
By the time the Greek civilization became dominated by
the Romans, the Greeks had
a useful start on the sys-ade
tematic
compilation of knowledge. They had asked a signifi-

cant number of the right
questions and diligently pursued the answers. Their great
libraries became vast storehouses of information. In its
heyday, the library at Alexandria alone may have held more
than half a million documents.
Unfortunately, Greek civilization declined and their treasure
houses of information were
eventually destroyed.
The Romans, like the Egyptians and Babylonians,were an
essentially practical people.
Brilliant architects, builders
and engineers,they were mainly
concerned with putting knowledgeto work. The Romans built
roads, bridges, aqueducts and
amphitheaters, some still in use
today, but they did little to advance the course of theoretical
science.
Tilt ltoHTS00 ouT
After the Roman Empire fell
in the fifbh century A.D.,scientific progressvirtually came to a
standstill in the West. The
Christian church, by this time
the state religion of the Roman
Empire, believed that Jesus
Christ would return at the last
judgment and the world would
end. The church's priority,

therefore, was to prepare the
faithful for that event. Anything-including scientific discovery-that challengedthe established order was regarded as
a threat.
But as the lights dimmed in
the realm of Christendom, they
went on in the Arab world. If
the early Middle Ages were the
Dark Ages in Europe, they became the golden age of Islamic
science.The Arab peoples, unified in faith and language,continued to develop science.They
preserved Greek learning and
carefully translated works that
might otherwise have been lost.
As their influence and their
empire expanded,Islamic scholars had the opportunity to compare the learning of both East
and West. From India, they
learned the use of the zero in
calculation. They also further
developeda new numbering system that was much simpler
than the cumbersome Roman
method of assigning a numerical value to various letters of
the alphabet.
In the eighth century, the
Arabs learned from Chinese
captives the technique of papermaking. With a steady supply of
paper,booksbecamemore com-
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mon. In the 10th century, the
great library at Cordoba,in IsIamic Spain, probably had
around half a million volumes.
At that time there were probably no more than severalthousand books in all of Europe.
But the tide of history ebbs
and flows. In the 12th century,
knowledgeof the Greekphilosophers eventuallybegan to filter
slowly back into Europe, and
with it came a reawakeningof
scientific curiosity.
Sciencebegan a difficult and
painful rebirth. Difficult and
painful becausethe church had
become the supreme authority
and was still suspiciousof the
influx of knowledgethat challenged its traditional position.
4),
Thomas Aquinas (1225-727
the leading scholar of medieval
theology,consideredhuman reason an adequateinstrument for
attaining truth about the physical world. Thus, he generallyacceptedAristotle's ideasof physical phenomenaas a foundation
for physicalscience.If God could
be known through his creation,
that creationcould be known by
Aristotle. If Aristotle had reasonedthat the earth wasthe center of the universe,that would
alsobe the church'sofficial view.

Scientific discovery that conflicted with Aristotle was suppressed.
M e di eval theol ogi ans regarded man's salvation as the
very reason why the earth and
the heavens existed. So obviously, the earth was the center
of the universe and the physical
focus of God's creation.
Any other concept of the universe did not sit well at all with
the church. Did this not diminish the central role of Christ,
a n d hi s sacri fi ce, and thus
strike deep at the founda-
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e Galileobuildshis first
t€lescope(1609)

o Galileos6esJupit€r'smoonsand
Saturn'srings(1610)
o Galileois askedbv
CatholicChurchtci
abjureCopernican
doctrine(1633)
o RobertHooke
describescells for
the first time (1665)

theory is
o Copernicus'heliocentric(sun-centered)
published('1543)
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and the currents, trusting their
imperfect knowledge of the stars
and their crude instruments.
THROUGH
A GIASSDANITY
No am ount of fe a r a n d re pression can forever stop people
fro m t hink ing. A fte r m a n \years of meticulous calculation
N i colaus Coper n i c u s (1 4 7 3

1543)rejectedthe cosmologl'of
Aristotle and Ptolemy, and

c h a n g i n g the offi ci al vi ew s.
How could honest people be
a s k e d to bel i eve w hat w as
demonstrably untrue?
Some theologians may have
agreed with Galileo, but the traditional view prevailed. Mathematical tricks and fuzzy images
i n p ri m i ti ve tel escopes had
nothing to do with the truth. It
was an insult to God. It was sorcery and an unpardonable invas i o n o f the heavenl y domai n.
Copernicus' works were labeled
a s h e re sy and banned, and
Galileo was ordered to keep his
ideas to himself.
Besides, at this time, the esta b l i s h e d church w as havi ng
enough trouble with the Protesta n t re fo rmers.Thi s w as no ti me

for mischievousscientists to
make a nuisanceof themselves.
(NotthattheProtestantreformers wereany more enlightened.

the church authorities remained
adamant in their opposition to
experimental science.
Men of genius like Leonardo
da V i nci (1452-1519) an d
Michelangelo (1475-1564) were
continuing to experiment in less
controversial areas, such as engineering, art and architecture.
They were ahead of their time,
but their flashes of brilliance
coul d not hi de the fact th at
there still did not exist a systematic understanding of scientific
principles. Knowledge was fragmented and disorganized, like a
book without a table of contents,
chapter headings or an index.
Someone was needed to tie
the fragments of information
into an overall framework of understanding.
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That person was Sir Isaac
Newton (1642-1727), one of
the world's greatest scientific
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o Danish astronomer Ole R6mer discovers that lioht
travels at a finite speed (1676)
. Newton formulates his theory of universal gravitation
(1680s)
o Newton's PrincipiaMathematicais published (1687)
o lndustrial Revolution in Enoland: steam enoines are
developed,quickeningthe-pace of industri;l progress
(1740-i 780)
o William Herschel accidentallydiscovers "invisible
rays," later called infrared radiation {1800)
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fects of nature are governed by
universal laws. The force that
made an apple fall was the same
force that governed the motion
of the earth around the sun.
In 1687, Newton published
his remarkable book Philosophiae Naturalis Principia
Mathematico, showing how the
previouslyunfathomablesecrets
of nature could be expressedin
formulas and equations. Newton showed that although the
creation looks complicated, its
basicworkings are quite simple.
It is like a watch, which at first
glance seems like a jumble of
springs, sprockets and gears,
but on closer examination is
seen to operate on basic mechanicalprinciples.Newton discovered a far-reaching principle: Laws gouern physical
phenom.ena.
Newton's laws of mechanics,
gravitation and motion, along
with the invention of calculus,
gave scientists tools to understand the world and even the
universe as never before. The
creation was seento behavelike
a giant clock that, having been
wound up, ticked steadily and
predictably along.
Newton was aware that his
methodsonly explainedhow the
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universeworked-not why. It is
interestingto note that he maintained a deep interest in theology and spent his last years in
a study of biblical prophecy.But
ironically, his theories and laws
opened even wider the gap developing between religion and
science.The more natural phenomena could be explained,the
more the grip of superstition
and dogma loosened.
The medievalconceptof God
in heaven, and puny man here
below, continued to change.
Now man began to see that he
could become the revelator of
nature's secrets.
The scientists now had their
hands on the home keys. They
could learn from the mistakes
of the past, and apply the new
scientific techniquesto explore
and experiment in ways never
possiblebefore.The forcesthat
made the world work had become definable, and what is
even more important, they began to be harnessed.It was the
breakthrough needed, and the
pace of invention quickened.
In 1851,Britain, the first industrial nation, staged the
Great Exhibition in London's
Hyde Park. The centerpiece
was the Crystal Palace,a monu-
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mental structure of iron and
glass,a suitabletemple to man's
newfoundindustrial genius.Beneath its soaring roof, the wonderful inventions of the industrial nations were arrayed for
the world to admire.
Eight years later, Charles
Darwin published The Origin of
Species,in which he explained
his theories of the evolution of
life. At first evenDarwin was reIuctant to suggestthe possibility
of such a complex creation as
man without a Creator. But his
theory led him to an inevitable
conclusion: Man was not a
unique creation. He was rather
the most capable,efficient and
intelligent creature to have
evolved through the processof
natural selection.The human
race was the magnificent end
product of millions of years of
evolution. As Darwin explained
it, only'the fittest survived.
For a peoplebecominginfatuated rvith their own ingenuity,
this rvasthe right ideaat the right
time. The Western world was
transformingitself into an industrial societl'.readyto exploit the
earth'sresourcesas neverbefore.
Competition,it wasclaimed,was
the first law of nature,and man
had won. Might was right, and

o Jam6s Cferk Maxwell'sElectilcityand Magnetismcontainsthe basic laws of
('1873)o HeinrichHertz uses Maxwell'stheory to produce
elsctromagn€tism
long waves,now knownas radio waves (1888) o MarcheseGuglielmo
Marconiinv€ntswirelesstelegraphy(1895)
o WilhelmK. Roentoenof
GermanydiscoveE X-rays
(1895)
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r Marie and PierreCurie
discoverthat thorium
givesoff "uraniumrays,"
which Marier€names
radioactivity(1898)
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ISAACI{EWTON
(1642-1727)
Newton's Principia Mathematica, published in
1687, is considered one of the
greatest scientific
books euer written. In it, Newton explained his
laws of motion
and theory of
uniuersal grauitation.
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thus man had the right to dominate the planet.
So dominate he did.
Tru TmUrPil0r il(H1t010cY
Marvelous inventions transformed the way the Western
world lived. No longerdid it amble along to the rhythm of na-
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ture. A network of canals,roads
and railroadsjoined the new industrial cities. Steam was harnessed and obediently pushed
the pistons that drove mighty
locomotives at unprecedented
speeds,or spun giant paddle
wheels that propelled great
ships across the oceans,independent of wind and tide.
The invention of the internal
combustion engine made possible the automobile, and
with it a new freedom of
movement.
Thomas Edison's
persistent experiments
with electric light
turned night into day.
Messages sped along
telegraph wires strung
across the continents
and through cables under the ocean. What
used to take days or
even months could
now be accomplished
in seconds.
In 1895,MarcheseGuglielmo
Marconi transmitted messages
without wires. and even the airwavesbegan dancing to the new
tune.
What a world it was-with
great machines clanking and
puffing, their boilers hissing,

motors whirring, wires humming and sparks flying-all obedient to predictable, definable
laws, and all under human control.
Even the depths of the universe became mankind's territory. Using Newton's laws, scientists predicted, plotted and
found previously unknown
planets on the fringes of the
solar system.
And at the other end of creation, the smallest pieces of
matter were giving up their
secrets.Physicists had long acceptedthat matter was made up
of indivisible particles called
atoms. Now they began to pry
them open, discovering electrons and the protons and neutrons that made up the nuclei.
About a hundred years ago a
young German student, Max
Planck, asked his teacher for
someadviceon his future career.
He had two options. He could
becomea physicist, or he could
study to be a concert pianist. Be
a pianist, he was advis ed.
"Physics is finished. . . . It's a
dead-end street." But young
Max Planck choseto walk down
the "dead-end street" and
helpedturn the world of science
upside down.

. JG€ph John Thomson of
E €land discoy€rs the
electron (1G14

G, the fast
it is movingawayfrom the earth(1929)o Firstelectronmicro-scopir
buitt(1933)
o Discoveryof the transistor(1948)o Lasertechnologyconceived(1957)
o Quarktheoryproposed(1964). Introduction
of the microprocessor,
now known
as the chip(1971)oConceptof the universebeing10 or'moredimensions
(1976)
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erhaps we should not
blame Max Planck's
teacherfor telling him
physicswas a dead-end
street. It did seem, at
the end of the 19th
century, that all the
major theories were established
and the classicalphysicist's work
wasdone.
There were stiil many problems, but it was felt that at least
science was now on the right
track. The universeseemedlike
a great machine, still largely unknown,but thanks to IsaacNewton, at least explainable.Whateverwas out there could be relied
on to work predictably and coherently, obedient to the laws of
gravity and motion that ruled
the behavior of all moving objects.
But scientists began to notice
that Newton's laws did not give
an adequate explanation of all
observablephenomena.There
were still some awkward paradoxes.
At the turn of the century,
Max Planck focusedhis attention on one of theseparadoxeswhy heatedobjectsradiated light
of different colors as they became hotter. Most of us don't
give this a second thought, but
physicists realized this seemed
to contradict a basic law of
physics.
In 1900,Max Planck advanced
a revolutionary explanation: Energy was not radiated in a steady
continuousstream,but in precise,
discrete units or "packages,"
which he called "quanta." His
idea helpedexplain the enigmaof
radiated light-but it alsoopened
a door to a wholenewway of looking at the universe.
Although quantum theory is

t0

now nearly a century old, most
people are still unfamiliar with
it. Even fewer understand it.
However,the expression"quantum leap" has entered our language to describe a sudden
changein levelsof activity or understanding.
For example,we could saythat
we hope this booklet will be a
quantum leap in understanding
for you. We'll soonbe looking at
some very peculiar ideas. If it
gets a bit bewildering,don't
worry. You're in good company.
One of the pioneersof quantum
mechanics,physicistNiels Bohr,
said, "Anyone who is not
shockedby quantum theory has
not understoodit."
Understandableor not, quantum theory opened the door to
the equally bewilderingtheory of
relativity.
EIlISIEIl{'S
lIGHITAI{TASIIC
About the time that Planck
was advancingquantum theory,
a shy young man named Albert
Einstein was employedas an examinerat the Swisspatent office
in Bern. His job as a patent examiner allowed him much free
time, which he spentin scientific
investigation.
In 1905,Einstein publisheda
paperon the nature of light. Until the 19th century, light had
been thought of as a wave that
traveledthrough "ether," a mysterious substancethat flooded
the universe,Iike the water of a
cosmic ocean. But experiments
in the 19th century had failed to
detect this ether. So, reasoned
Einstein, if there was no ether,
light could not be a wave, becausethere was nothing for it to
"wave"through.
Given what Max Planck had

MAXPLAIICK
(1858-1947)
suggested-that light traveled
through spacein little packetsEinstein thought light must be
made of particles, which were
Iater called "photons." He discovered.however.that in some
instances,light alsobehavedlike
a wave. Light was both a wave
and a particle-a "wavicle." Betweenthem, Max Planck and Albert Einstein had openeda window on the extraordinary world
of relativity and quantum mechanics.
In 1905, Einstein also pubIished a paper describing his
special theory of relativity,
which gavea theoreticalunderstanding of a whole host of
strange effects in nature that
occurred near the speed of
light. Newton's laws had shown
that factors governing the
speed,direction and mass of an
object were constant and thus
predictable.For example,if you
knew an object's present location, its speed and direction,
you could know for certain exactly where it would be at any
given time in the future.
Einstein's special theory of
relativity suggestedthat the very
factors Newton had shown to be
constant, were in fact relatiue.
At very high speeds,masswould
increase.time slow down and

ATBERT
EII{STEIN
(1879-19s5)

on a mattress). The heavenly
bodies followed the shortest distance along the curves of these
depressions. The earth's orbit,
for example, followed a curved
path in space (or rather spacetime) caused by a depression
made by the great mass of the
gun.
This is difficult to comprehend, isn't it? It gets even
stranger,as we'll see.

According to Einstein's
general theory of relatiuity, matter warpsOr

CU7 UeS-"gp gg g-

tirne," causing what we
experience as grauity.
Diagram at right shows
planet following a
curued path in spacetime caused by a depression made by a
star's great tnass.
objects actually shorten in the
direction of motion.
The only fundamental constant with respectto an obsewer
was the speed of light, always
approximately 186,000 miles
(300,000kilometers) a second.
Einstein's general theory of
relativity, published in 1916,
proposed an even stranger idea.
The characteristicsof spaceand
time were influenced by the
presenceof matter. Einstein suggestedthat the universe was in
fact four-dimensional,with time
being the fourth dimension. He
visualized a universe as an expanse of four-dimensional
"space-time,tta concept that
even some physicists still find
difficult to grasp.
According to Einstein, matter
causeddepressionsin space-time
(think of a bowling ball resting

BEI{ISPACE
A]IDIHTBIGIAI{G
Einstein explained that gravity should not be thought of so
much as a force that acts on
solid bodies, but as the very
"fabric" of space-time. It could
warp space,slow down time and
evenbend light.
This was very different from
the rather neighborly, pr€dictable cosmos of Isaac Newton. For those who understood
the implications of Einstein's
theories, the universe once
more became a rather unsettling place.
The complex mathematics of
the theories of relativity indicated that the universe was expanding. In 1916,there was no
evidence to support this, and
Einstein, in what he later said
was the biggest mistake of his
life, altered the equations to fit

the acceptedidea of a static universe.
Almost at the same time, the
astronomer Vesto Slipher concluded from his observations
that about a dozen galaxieswere
moving away from the earth at
speeds up to about 2 million
miles (3 million kilometers) an
hour. In 1929, further observations by the astronomer Edwin
Hubble verified Slipher's conclusions.Far from being a constant
size,the universewas expanding
by many millions of miles every
day. Einstein's extraordinary
ideasseemedplausible.
This raised an obvious question. If the universewas expanding, there must have been a time
when everything in it was much
closertogether. This led modern
physicists to a theory of the
origin of the universe popularly
known as the "big bang." It proposed that there was a time
when euerything in the universe
was compressedinto a single,infinitely dense point. Scientists
estimate that sometime between
10 to 20 billion years ago, this
incredibly dense mass "exploded" and began expanding at
a tremendousrate.
Although this theory is still
controversial, many scientists
believe it offers an explanation
ofthe origin ofthe universe.
According to the big bang theory, all that we know and seeall matter, all space, even time
itself-was created at that moment. The characteristics that
decided the nature of the universe were established. Obviously, nobody (nobody physical,
at least) was around to know
what was happening at the
time, but radio telescopeshave
detected background radiation
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5 5 what the
Universewas like at day minus one,
before the big bang, one has no idea.
The equationsrefuse to tell us, I refuse
to speculate.))
JAMES PEEBLES,PHYSICIST
"noise" that comes from all directions in the sky and is unrelated to any earthbound or individual celestial source. Scientists think it may be a faint
echo of the big bang.
One of the more challenging
adventures physicists have undertaken in recent years has
been to theorize what the universe was like in the first dynamic moments after the socalled big bang.
Matter would not have existed
as it does now. Even individual
atoms would not have yet
formed. The four fundamental
forcesthat scientistsbelievegovern the behavior of mattergravity, the electromagnetic

odd man out. So far, scientists
have been unable to "fit" it into
a unified theory.
Nevertheless,it is one of the
outstanding achievementsof scientists today to have pushed
back the frontiers ofunderstanding and built a picture gf what
the universewaslike 10-a3
second
afberan event that scientists believe was creation. To give an
idea of how short that is. a thousandth of a second,the limit of
accuracyof most stop watches,is
expressedas 10-".
Physicists are still probing,
but it seemsthat at about 10-43
second,calculations and formulas break down. Some doubt
that it will ever be known what

66 It i s
difficult to imagine that a handful
of residentsof a small planet circling
an insignificant star in a small galaxyhave as their
aim a complete understandingof the entire
universe,a small speck of creation truly believing
it is capableof comprehendingthe
whole. 9 9
MURRAYGELL-MANN,PHYSICIST
force, a strong nuclear force that
binds the nucleus of the atom.
and a weak nuclear force that
controls radioactive decayin nature-theoretically existed only
as one "superforce."
Scientists today are hoping to
be able to recombine these
forces into a grand unified theory. A single theory has been
developed for the electromagnetic, strong and weak nuclear
forces, but gravity remains the

happened before this time because of the limits of man's
ability to theorize via experimentation. But to push past
that barrier is one of the great
challengesof physics today.
THtWo]{DIRIU]
WoRLD
0t oUAn[S
Relativity is by no means the
strangest idea to come from the
new understanding of physics.
Even more peculiar are the theories that offer a new wav of

thinking about what things are
made of.
We have come a long way
from Aristotle's assumption
that the world is made up of
earth, fire, water and air. By the
19th century, scientists had
learned that the everyday world
was made up of combinations of
92 basic elements. Then they
discovered that the elements
were made up of atoms.
At the beginning of this century, the internal structure of the
atom began to be understood.
There was a nucleus,surrounded
by electrons.Originally, electrons
werethought to orbit the nucleus
rather like planets in a miniature
solar system.That view has been
modified.The electronis now understoodto be more of an enerry
field cloud fluctuating around a
solid nucleus,or rather, a not-sosolid nucleus.
The nucleusitself seemedto be
composedof two smaller constituents-protons and neutrons.
But were protons and neutrons
the end of the trail? Or werethere
still finer levelsof smallness?
In 1964, physicists Murray
Gell-Mann and George Zweig
showed evidence, later confirmed by experiments involving particle accelerators,that
protons and neutrons were indeed made up of even more elementary particles, which GellMann called "quarks."
If Einstein's view of the universe seemed strange, it was
even stranger to look into the
miniature world of quarks.
Again, "look" is not the right
word. You can't see quarks, and
not just because they are too
small. They also do not seemto
be quite "all there." They may
prove to be the fundamental
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PAHTICLE
ACCELERATORS

the smallestthingsin the universe,
o investigate
scientistsneedthe largestscientificinstruments
popularlyknown
ever built-particle accelerators,
as atom smashers.
The most oowerfulof thesedevicesaccelerate
beamsof positivelyand negativelychargedparticles
alonga tunnelof electromagin oppositedirections
nets.As they approachthe speedof light,the particle beamsare divertedto collideheadon. The collienergy,someof whichis
sionproducestremendous
convertedinto new, short-livedparticlesof matter.
(Einstein's
famousequation,E = tnc', showsthat
massand energyare interchangeable.)
some
By studyingthe behaviorof theseparticles,
of
of a trillionth
of whichlastfor lessthan a trillionth
undertheir
to
increase
able
are
scientists
a second,
standingof the basic structureof matter.
scientistshopeto simUsingparticleaccelerators,
extantin the first momentsof
ulatethe conditions
To producesuch high levels
existence.
the universe's
of energy,the particlebeamsmust be acceleratedto
as closeto the speedof lightas possible.Higher
meanbiggeraccelerators, Sophisrirc:. i detectors, such as the coLlider detector
energiesgenerally
collision
(top) at ti',t Ftrn'tilab Teuatron accelerator near Chicago,
The largestacceleratorin existencetoday,near
in
are useci ,, -q1,,rd results of subatomic particle coLliis 16.7miles(27 kilometers)
Geneva,Switzerland,
SuperCollider sions. l1-Arr -': rr.r€.the detector is rolled to the right
The Superconducting
circumference.
(SSC),to be builtin Texas,will be 54 miles(871 kilo- beyond o ..i:.i.a:'r:' door u'here it becomespart of the
accel eratori ,:-: .,' :t' . Fermi l ab' s mai n acceler at ort un'
The SSC will project
meters)in circumference.
neL(belott, : . -' ir ': :.t. '6..J km) in circumf erence.YeILow
beamsto energies20 timeshigherthan has so far
probe
red col fi 3,' :-' ::: cr€ sttperconducti ngm agnet s t hat
physicists
and
to
ever
possible,
enabling
been
keeo the par:: -.., rt ' ,' ,t. " .:t' .
deeoerinto the heartof the atom.

UNK (UNDERCONSTRUCTTON)
SERPUKHOV,
U.S.S.R.
12-MrLE(19.3-KM)
CtR.

SUPERCONDUCTTNG
(SSC)
SUPERCOLLTDER
(rN DESTGN
STAGE)
WAXAHACHIE,
TEXAS
54-MrLE(87.1-KM)
CtR.

FERMILABTEVATRON
BATAVIA,ILLINOIS
3.9-MrLE(6.3-KM)CrR.
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Top diagram showsrelatiue sizesof largestparticle accelerators
now running, under construction or pl,anned,.Simplified, diagram (center) slwwsan acceleratorand its key components.Th,e
uiolent collision of subatornic particles produces trernendous
energy, some of which is conuerted into new, short-liued,
particles of tnatter Qeft). These particles leaue characteristic
trachs that can be uiewed on a cornputer screen (aboue).

buildingblocks of all matter, and
yet they do not appear to have an
independent existence.An analory-although an imperfect one,
for there are no adequate words
to describethis strange worldis a stitch in a knitted sweater.
The sweater is made up of
stitches,but you can't have a single stitch by itself. It dependson
its relationship with others for
its existence.
Quarks are grouped to form
the protons and neutrons in the
atomic nucleus.They are bound
together by a force, transmitted
by what physicists call "gluons." Gluons bounce back and
forth between the quarks transmitting energy and momentum,
rather like a ball does when
children play catch with it. But
once again, no analogy really
conveys the wonder of this
weird dance of the quarks as
they jump and ryrate together
to make up the nucleus. Scientists have given the various
types of quarks they have discovered such whimsical names
as

ttcharm,tt

ttstrangertt

tttoptt

and "bottom."

Until about a hundred years a,go,the atom was thought to be the
smallest unit of matter. Since then, scientists haue discoueredthat
atoms consistof a number of tinier, subatomicparticles. As shown in
th.e aboue diagram of the helium atom, protons and neutrons are
clustered,within the atom's central region, or nucleus.Swirling around
the nucleusis a third subatornicparticle, the electron.Each proton and
neutron in the rurcleus is made up of three tinier particles called'
quarhs, which scientistsnow belieueto be the smallestunits of rnatter.
Are quarhs the ultimate building blochsof matter? Only tirne will tell!
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How ttll r $11||Y?
Although it is hard to grasp,
these quarks should not be
thought of as the smallest pieces
of matter. They are better described as swirls of dynamic energy, which means that solid
matter is not. at its fundamental
level, solid at all.
This booklet, which seemsso
solid, is really a quivering, shimmering, lacy lattice of energy,
pulsating millions of times every
secondas billions of fundamentalparticles gyrateandspinin an
eternal dance.At its most fundamental level,this booklet is ener-

66 It seemsfor all purposesthat
with the discovery of quarks we have
reachedthe end of our journey. But there is
an uneasyfeeling among physiciststhat the trip
is not over. ))
HEINZ PAGELS.PHYSICIST
gy-just energJ held together
by forces of incredible power.
That is the best physicists
can do to describe what matter
is like until they can get a better
look at the fundamental particles. But physicist Werner
Heisenbergindicated there may
be an insurmountable problem
that will prevent this.
To help us understand this
frustrating problem in dealing
with subatomic particles, let's
review a basic law of Newtonian
physics. Newton showedus that
if you know an object'spresent
location, its speed and direction, you can calculate where it
will be at a certain time in the
future. For example, you can
know where a car traveling at a
constant speed down a straight
highway will be in, say, half an
hour. But at the subatomic
level, things aren't so simple.
Heisenberg'stheories led him
to the conclusion that we can
know either where a particle is
or how fast it is traveling. But
we cannot know both. The verv
act of measuringthe particle alters its behavior.Think of it as
trying to measure with a
wooden ruler how far a billiard
ball is from the edge of a table.
As soon as you touch the ball
with the ruler, you move it ever
so slightly. So you can never
know its exact distance. It's the
same with particles.
Measuring the particle's
speed alters its position, and
measuring its position alters its
speed.You can have one or the
other, but not both. The best
you can have are probabilities.
rs ltolHtl{c GERIA[{?
Fortunately, none of this alters anything in our everyday,

predictable world. When we fly,
or drive, or turn on the radio,
everything works according to
the basic laws of classical Newtonian physics. Up is still up,
and down is still down. Newton's laws of physics even work
well for most of the things we
want to do in space.His formulas enableus to calculateaccurately the speedand direction of
a spaceship in orbit. They
proved a reliable way to calculate a path to the moon and
back.
In the everyday world, nature behaves normally. But as
we go farther out, or deeper in,
nature's laws seem less precise
and less predictable. As we
probe deeper and deeper into
nature, we seem to enter a
hazy, will-o-the-wisp, nevernever land where nothing is

theory, will it be the final triumph of theoretical science?Or
the beginning of a new chapter?
How many dimensions are
there? Most of us have enough
difficulty tryrng to imagine four,
but some physicists are seriously speculating that there
may be as many as 10 or more.
The world, as we are beginning to understand it today,
seems more tantalizing yet
more difficult to understand
and more obscure than we had
ever dreamed.
Isaac Newton, reflecting on
his astonishing voyages of discovery, said: "I do not know
what I may appear to the
world, but to myself I seem to
have been only a boy playing
on the sea-shore,and diverting
myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a

66 rna
certain sense. . .you won't
really understandquantum mechanicsdeeply
unlessyou also understandthe nature
o f m in d . ) )
FREEM ANDYSON, PHYSICIST
solid or certain. It is a region
where the five sensescan't go,
and where the mind can onlv
wander briefly, and quickly gei
lost.
Is it the end of the road? Are
quarks the ultimate? Or are
there yet smaller, even more basic building blocks to the material universe? Are there still
other basic forces?If scientists
do succeedin unifuing the four
basic forces into a grand unified

prettier shell than ordinary,
whilst the great ocean of truth
lay all undiscovered before
me.tt

We have pushed the frontiers
of knowledge back further and
further, only to learn that we
may be still only on the edge.
According to physicist John
Bell, "Somehow we have come
to the end of the human capacity to form sharp pictures of
what is going on."
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On August 6, 1945, a
single atomic bomb
was dropped on
Hiroshima, Japan,
deuastating most of the
city (far rieht). Photo
of mushroom cloud
(riehA was taken
seueral minutes after
bornb was detonated.
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rinslsin's theories
chemicalprocesswould
Ishgllgysd some
onlyreleasea small
percentage
htime-honored
of this
aboutthe
booklet'stotalenergy
assumptions
potential.lf the reaction
natureof matter.He
showedthat massand wereto take placeat
level,the
energyare interrelated, the subatomic
amountof energy
Like ice and steam,
they are ditferentforms releasedwouldbe
enormous.
of the samethingand
this,
in certaincircumstances To accomplish
are interchangeable. the actualmassof the
Scientistshad known atomsthat makeup the
elements
of the paper
that mattercould
produceenergyas a
wouldneedto become
"unfrozen"
andturned
resultof a chemical
reaction.For example,if intoenergy,Theenergy
you wereto set this
couldthenbe calculated
bookleton fire (please by the famousequation
don't)it wouldproduce E = mc2(wherem is
massandceis the
heat,lightand some
sound.But this
speedof lightsquared).
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lf all the energy
compactedin this
(71-gram)
ZVz-ounce
booklet could be
released(it can't by any
meansnow known to
science),it would
supply enoughenergy
to run a city the size of
San Diego,California,
for 99 days. As you can
see, the energy
potentialof what you
are holdingin your
hands is enormous!
We had a dramatic
demonstration
of the
power locked in the
heart of the atom on
August6, 1945.About
22 pounds(10 kilograms)of uraniumwere
used in the atomicbomb
that explodedover
Hiroshima.
Of that, it has
been estimatedthat only
a fractionof the mass of
the uranium(aboutthe
size of a pea) was
convertedinto energy.

Mankindhad learned
how to unleashthe
awesomepower of the
atom.
It is the awesome
power of nuclearenergy
that fuels the stars.The
massivereactionsthat
take place deep within
our sun convertabout 4
millionfons (3.6 million
metric tons) of the
sun's mass into energy
every second. The sun
is just one mediumsized star in our galaxy
of some 100 billion
other stars.Our galaxy
is just one of an
estimated100 billion
other galaxies,each
havingperhaps100
billionstars.And, on
average,each is
convertingmatter into
energy at the rate of
millionsof tons every
second.Remember,it
took just a pea-sized
fraction of uraniumin
an atomic bomb to
destroyHiroshima.
Just how much power
is out there?

Nuclear fission and nuclear fusion are two kinds of
nuclear reactionsthat releasetrernendousamounts of
energy. Nuclear fission inuolues the splitting of a
heauyelement,suchas uranium, to releaseenergy(far
left). Nuclear fusion occurswhen two lightweight nuclei combineand form a nucleusof a heauier element
(left). Repeatedrnany times,fusion createsthe energy
of the sun and the hydrogen bomb.

TilUSHADOWS
OFPROGRESS
o where are we? Scienceis now probing at
levels in nature where
phenomena seem to
blur and dissolve into
ephemeral wisps of
energT. The quest for
"reality" has led us into regions
that seem decidedly surreal.
If, as John Bell said, we are
coming to the end of our human
capacity to really grasp what we
are learning, will we find
ourselvesonce again groping in
the dark? Or are the astounding
discoveries of the last few
decadespointing us in another
direction? That is what we will
discuss in the remaining chapters of this booklet.

natural world, scientists are
suspicious of theories that lean
toward ssmplexity. Their experience and intuition tell them
that there must be an underlying simplicity and order. As
physicist John A. Wheeler
wrote: "To my mind, there
must be at the bottom of it
all . . . an utterly simple idea.
And to me, that idea, when we
finally discover it, will be so
compelling, so inevitable, so
beautiful, that we vnU all say to
each other, 'Oh, how could it
have been otherwise?"'
Scientific evidence indicates
that the universe functions in a
systematic and orderly manner.
The implication is that it is not

5 6 lsciencel

cannot explain the existenceof each
of us as a unique self, nor can it answer
such fundamental questionsas: Who am I?
\X/hyam I here? How did I come ro be ar a
certain place and time? \Whathappensafter death?
These are aII mysteries that are beyond
science.l!
JOH N E C C LE SN, E U R O S CI E NT I S T
If the tools and methodology
of physical scienceare reaching
their limits of discovery,yet reuealing there is still more to uncouer,doesthis mean that there
is an aspect of creation we will
never comprehend?If matter, at
its fundamental level,is a field of
enerry, could there be further
levels of creation that are not
physical at alJ?This is a possibility that must be considered.
In their quest to define the

the product of blind chancebut of design-intelligent design.
Surely, an intelligent design
presupposes an intelligent designer. An intelligent designer
designs with purpose, and if
there is indeed a purpose to the
creation, it must have a meaning.
If there is meaning, should
there not be some way to find
out what it is?

As Paul Davies wrote in his
book Superlorce: "lf physics is
the product of design, the universe must have a purpose, and
the evidenceof modern physics
suggestsstrongly to me that the
purpose includes us" (page243).
Physicist Stephen W. Hawking, in his best-selling book A
Brief History of Time, concluded: "If we do discover a
complete theory [that explains
all the phenomena in the universel, it should in time be understandablein broad principle
by everyone,not just a few scientists. Then we shall all,
philosophers, scientists, and
just ordinary people, be able to
take part in the discussion of
the question of why it is that we
and the universe exist. If we
find the answerto that, it would
be the ultimate triumph of human reason-for then we would
know the mind of God" (page
175).
These are not the kind of
statements that we are used to
hearing from pragmatic men of
science. But then, they themselvesdid not expect to be confronted with this situation.
Their discoverieshave taken an
unexpectedturn, and cast them
upon an unfamiliar shore. They
set out to discover the what.
where, how and when of the
universe, but have arrived at
the point where they must confront the question of wuy. But
is it not the traditional role of
the philosopher and theologian
to question life's purpose and
meaning?
wflATPHttosopHtRs
AltDTl|loloctA]ts
OUGHT
TOTIIOW
Unfortunately, at a time
when learning is increasing in
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(6 It is hard
to resistthe impressionthat
the present structure of the universe. . . has been
rather carefully thought out. t t
PAUL DAVIES,PHYSICIST

nearly every field, philosophers
and theologians have not kept
pace.StephenHawking summed
it up well: "Up to now, most scientists have been too occupied
with the development of new
theories that describe what lhe
universe is to ask the question
why. Onthe other hand, the people whose business it is to ask
why, lhe philosophers,have not
been able to keep up with the
advance of scientific theories"
(page174).
It is surely a sad commentary
that, after nearly 2,000 years of
Christianity and some 3,500
years of biblical tradition,
philosophers and theologians

ern world. There is no question
that scientists have proven superbly competent in what they
have set out to do.
As we come to the end of the
20th century, we've developed
marvelous new technologies,
built incredible machines,
splicedgenesand split atoms.We
almost routinely escape the
bonds of earth's gravity. And yet
a great paradox dogs the footsteps of our progress.In spite of
great technologicaladvancements on nearly every front, the
world is becoming a more unstable, insecure and dangerous
place to live in. The improvement in technoloryhas not been

5 5 rhere
are problems to srhose solution
I would attachinfinitelv grearerimportance
than to those of mathematics,for example
touching ethics,or our relation to God,
or concerning our destiny and our future;
but their solution lies whollv beyond us
and completely outside the province
of science.))
KARL GAUSS,MATHEMATICIAN
still cannot agree on even the
most basic explanations of who
and what God is, and his purpose for creating man. In the
midst of the modern explosion
in knowledge, these questions
go unanswered, while those
whose business it is to know
have lost their bearings and got
themselves into a muddle.
Meanwhile, scientific advancesand technologicalbreakthroughs have shapedthe mod-

2A

accompaniedby an improvement in human character.

whv?
TUHITSCIEilTFTS
CAII]IOIDISCOYET
Natural scientists readily admit that questions of morality
and ethics, understanding a
purpose for life and laying down
the laws by which society
should be organized lie outside
their expertise.
There are. however.branches

of sciencethat do try to address
these problems. They are
known as the social or behavioral sciences.If social and behavioral scientists had been as
successfulas the natural scientists, the world might indeed be
a happier place. That they have
not can be at least partly explained by a major mistake that
arose out of the scientific revolution of the last 200 years.
Filled with confidence over
spectacularadvancesin the natural sciences,mankind began to
assume lhat euery problem
could be analyzed and resolved
scientifically. Thus, subjects
that had never before been
thought of as scientific became
recognized disciplines of science.Researchersin the behavioral sciences approached subjects as if they were an
extension of the natural sciences.This was perhapsunderstandable since natural scientists, armed with natural laws
and the scientific method. were
solving problems and inventing
new technologiesat an ever-increasingpace.So why shouldn't
the methods that were working
so well for the physicist,
chemist and engineer also work
for the sociologist, psychologist
and political scientist?
Surely, it was just a question
of researching the laws that
govern human relationships,
emotions, morality and ethics
using the same techniques that
had proven so successfulin furthering understanding in the
natural sciences.If the intricate
relationships between motion
and acceleration could be organized along scientific principles,
could not also the complexities
of organizing a society?

Today, scientists in many
disciplines are realizing the limitations of this approach. According to biologist Adolph
Portman, "No amount of research along physical or chemical lines can ever give us a full
picture of psychological, spiritual, or intellectual processes."
Sir John Eccles,Nobel Prize
winner and neuroscientist. said
science"cannot explain the existence of each of us as a unique

explained in terms of physical
phenomena. There are other
forces at work that decide
what kind of a place the world
will be.
These forces cannot be measured with instruments, expressed with formulas or controlled by technolory. They are
emotional forces like love, compassion, courage, loyalty and
joy-what we think of as the
components of human nature-

66 rne
scientific picture of the real world
around me is very deficient. It gives a lot
of factual information, puts all our experience
in a magnificentlyconsistentorder, but it is
ghastly silent about all and sundry that is really
near to ouf heart. that reallv matters

ro us.tt
ER \ T IN S C H R OD IN GE R .P HYSICIST
self, nor can it answer such fundamental questions as: Who am
I? Why am I here? How did I
cometo be at a certain place and
time? What happens after
death? These are all mysteries
that are beyond science." Another Nobel Prize winner, physicist Richard Fe5rnman,wrote: "If
you expected scienceto give all
the answers to the wonderful
questions about what we are,
where we are going, what the
meaning of the universe is, and
so on, then I think you could easily becomedisillusioned."
A WORID
BTYO]ID
TIIEPIIYSICAI?
Not everything that shapes
and moves the world can be

the way we expressourselves.If
these were the only ways we
humans expressedourselves,all
would be well. But these positive forces have their counterparts-hate, cruelty, fear, revenge, anger, jealousy and
pride.
Much of what has so drastically, perhaps catastrophically,
altered the face of the earth in
this century has been carved
out, not in a spirit of progress,
but in the spirit of greed,in the
spirit of competition and in the
spirit of oppression and envy.
Technological breakthroughs
are not able to prevent these
problems. Often they compound
them. Whereas once an angry

man could shoot an arrow a few
hundred yards and kill one of
his enemies,today he can press
a button and hurl a nuclear missile to the other side of the
earbh and destroy a clty.
We know that inuisible forces
tug, pull, push or grip every
physical object on earth and in
space.Why is it so hard to accept that there could be additional forces, just as real, that
influence our moods and emotions?
We know what to expect
when we disregard laws that
govern the physical world.
Planes crash, buildings fall and
bridges collapse.
Is it so difficult to accept that
when families break up, peace
negotiations fail, and nations
try to destroy each other, there
are also laws that are being broken? And that these are spirituallavts? The forces that cause
emotion, tempers, attitudes and
frames of mind may be hard to
measure and define, but they
are real.
Thousands of years of trial
and error have shown that any
branch of knowledgecannot really progressuntil the laws that
govern it are understood.
Whereas physical forces have
been quantified by science and
harnessed by technology, the
forces inherent in human nature have proven not to be so
straightforward.
This is because these forces
cannot be studied by the same
methods that have helped us
understand the natural world.
They are outside the realm of
observation and experimentation.
Thus a full understanding of
these forceg can never come
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from natural science. Such
knowledge must be revealed by
another source.
The Bible is that source. In
this Book, the Creator God has
revealed information we could
not discover if left to our own
resources.God knew that with
our own ingenuity we'd be ableto
discoverthe laws that governthe
physical world, but not the spiritual laws that govern our minds
and emotions. Since we are not
able to understand these spiritual laws on our own. God has
hadto reuealthem.Whenwe reject revealed knowledge,we cut
ourselvesoff from the only hope
of solving our most urgent social,
moral and spiritual problems.

is considered self-evident."
Could it be time to look at the
revealed truth of the Bible
again, not with the dim light of
a medieval monastery, but in
the brilliant glow of modern discovery?
A II:UYLOOI(
IT IHTBOOT
The Bible is not a sciencetext,
but it is not anti-science.It tells
us plainly that there are valuable
lessonsto be learnedby observing the physical creation.
"The heavens declare the
glory of God," David wrote in
the 19th Psalm, "and the firmament shows His handiwork.
Day unto day utters speech,and
night unto night reveals knowl-

6( ro my mind,
there must be at the bottom
of it all . . . an utterly simple idea.
And to me, that idea, when we finally discover it,
will be so compelling, so inevitable,so beautiful,
that we will all say to each other,
'Oh, how could it have been
otherwise?'))
JOHN A. \THEELER,PHYSICIST
Somewhere,sometime, son'Lehow, mankind must face the
fact that if we are to continue to
go forward, we must understand
how to solve not only the physical, but the spiritual problems
that block our path.
German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer(1788-1860)once
said, "There are three steps in
the revelation of any truth: in
the first, it is ridiculed; in the
second,resisted; in the third, it
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edge" (Psalm 19:1-2).
Many centuries later, the
apostle Paul wrote in the epistle
to the Romans: "For since the
creation of the world His
[God's] invisible attributes are
clearly seen, being understood
by the things that are made,
even His eternal power and
Godhead" (Romans 1:20).
The physical creation tells us
something about other things
we cannot know, or at least

fully appreciate,with our physical senses.We experiencethis
when our emotions are stirred
by a magnificent sunset,a thunderstorm or the miracle of
birth. The workings of the natural world reflect power, harmony, precision, tenderness,
compassion,love and the unexpected. It is as if God gaveus an
environment in which, the more
we understand, the more we can
know about him.
In which case,the fascinating
details of the creation beginning
to be revealedbymodernphysics
shouldbe a treasurehouseofinsight. Although we may not yet
fully understand the intricacy,
harmony and beauty ofour natural world or the power and unfathomable immensity of the
universe, should not what we
have discovered lead us to a
greaterappreciation ofthe "eternal power and Godhead" of the
one who created it?
Should it not motivate us to
look, carefully and humbly, at
what he has to tell us in the
Bible? Is it not time to once
again acknowledgethe truth of
the admonition in Psalm
111:10."The fear of the Lord is
the beginning of wisdom"? If we
did, then we would begin to understand how to truly live in
harmony with not only physical, but spiritual law. We would
then discover the way to coexist
in peace and cooperation, and
to build a world where war,
poverty, hunger and injustice
are finally conquered.
And most significantly, we
would find the answer to the
ultimate question-what is it all
for? Why do we exist? What rs
the meaning of life? It is revealed in the pagesof the Bible.

TfrIEDGE
OFETERNITY
technologically advanced age needs
an explanation for
life that is intellectually satisfying,
understandable,
plausible and logical, yet also motivating and uplifting. Whatever the purposeof
existenceis, it must make sense
now.
We are the only speciesthat
has ambition to be more than
what we presently are. We have
traveled to every corner of the
earth. We have even poked our
heads cautiously into space.We
have walked on the moon and
now a manned mission to Mars
is in our plans. We
dream of one day
building colonies in
space, and speculate
about journeying beyond the solar system to the stars and
galaxies. The Voyager 2 spacecraft,after sendingback pictures of the distant
planets, is now soaring out to the edgeof
the solar system and
beyond. Voyager has
been a brilliant feat
of technology, but it has also
been a soberingreminder of our
mortalitv.
Logically,we acceptthis-but
emotionallywe cannot.Mankind
seemsto be inherently dissatisfied with mere mortality, and the
confines of our terrestrial domain. It is as if, somehow.somewhere,deepin our consciousness
we know that there is more to i
existencethan this mortal life. It t,
is as Solomon wrote in Ecclesiastes 3:11: "He [God] has put
eternity in their hearts."
:

tll GoD'sltxEl{Ess
The book of Genesistells us
that God made us after his own
likeness and in his own image
(Genesisl:26-27). All other living creatureswere made "each
according to its kind" (verse
24). Only humans were made in
the form and likeness of God,
except that each human being
has a physical frame. From the
beginning, the Bible shows that
we have a special relationship
with our Creator.
A logical question to ask next
is: .I/ we are made after the
"God-kind," what kind of being
is God?
In Genesis 1:26. the Bible

Spectacular uiew of Saturn,
framed by four of its rnoons.
Photos comprising this composite image were taken by the
Voyager spacecraft.
uses a plural pronoun "IJs,"
which accuratelyreflectsthe intent of the Hebrew word ,Olohinz used in this verse to describe "God." In this verse
"God" says,"Let Us make man
in Our image." Who are these
Beings who refer to themselves
as "IJs"?

John, one of Jesus' original
disciples,explains: "In the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the
Word was God. He was in the
beginning with God. All things
were made through Him, and
without Him nothing was made
that was made" (John 1:l-3).
This is straightforward
enough.There was "the Word"
who uras God, who also was
with God. John then goeson to
further explain the relationship.
"And the Word became flesh
and dwelt among us, and we
beheld His glory, the glory as of
the only begotten of the Father,
full of grace and truth" (verse
74).
So the one who had been the
Word, and who had actually
carried out the act of creation,
Iater came to earth as Jesusthe
Messiah.
While he was on earth, Jesus
madeit clear that there was one
who held a senior position to
himself. He called his superior
"the Father," establishinga relationship that human beings
can readily understand. There
was a Father and a Son-God is
a family!
The understandingthat God
the Father and Jesus Christ
share a family relationship
leadsus in an exciting direction.
Let's follow it.
tAltY soils r0 clonY
A characteristicof families is
that they grow. But does God's
family grow? The Bible tells us
that it does. When writing to
the congregation at Rome, Paul
explained that Jesus Christ was
the "firstborn among many
brethren" (Romans 8:29,
emphasis ours throughout
tt.\

(.;t

66 rne
secret things belong to the Lord
God,
but those things which are revealed
our
belong to us and to our children
forever. ! t
DEUTERONOMY29:29

Two Yoyager spacecraft were
lnunched,in 1977 frorn the Kenned,y
Space Center in Florida. They haue
returned thousandsof photos and uoluminous antounts of other data
about our solar system.Photos, chckwise from top right: Voyager liftoff,
Jupiter with three of its tnoons,
Jupiter's Great Red Spot, Saturn's
rings (color uariations indicate different chemical composition), closeupof
spacecraft,cloud systemin Neptune's
southern hernisphere. Center photo:
Superimposed uiew ouer horizon of
moon Miranda toward Uranus.

booklet). In his epistle to the
Hebrews,he explained that God
is in the process of "bringing
rlany sons to glory" (Hebrews
2:10).
Where will they come from?
Is Paul perhaps referring to angels? The Bible makes it quite
clear that this is not the case:
"For to which of the angelsdid
He ever say: 'You are My Son,
today I have begotten You'?
And again: 'I will be to Him a
Father, and He shall be to Me a
Son'?" (Hebrews 1:5).
John, writing to the first-century Church in his old age, explained more about how God
would bring "many sons to
glory." He said, "Behold what
manner of love the Father has
bestowed on us, that we should
be called children of God!"
(I John 3:1). And to quote Paul
once again: t'For as many as are
led by the Spirit of God, these
are sons of God. . . and if children, then heirs-heirs of God
and joint heirs with Christ"
(Romans 8zL4,l7).
Could it be plainer? The
Scriptures tell us that God is a
family, with a Father and a
firstborn Son, who is charged
with the responsibility of bringing many others to glory. We,
the human race, are those potential children. We are physical replicas of the God-kind.
John goes on to explain:
"Beloved, now we are children
of God; and it has not yet been
revealed what we shall be, but
we know that when He is revealed,we shall be like Him, for
we shall see Him as He is"
(I John 3:2).
We are mortal, of fleshly
birbh, subject to death and dependent on the physical envi-

ronment of earth for life. In
that state we cannot reach our
full potential because"flesh and
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor does corruption inherit incorruption"
(I Corinthians 15:50). So although the men and women of
the earth are potential heirs of
God, a change must come before they receive their inheritance.
Paul explains: "There is a
natural body, and there is a
spiritual body" (I Corinthians
15:44).Jesus is the only one so
far who has made the transformation. He was a spiritual being before he becamea physical
man, and lived as a mortal on
earth. He was human and experienced the full range of human
emotions, even to the point of
enduring an agonizing death.
He, the Creator of mankind,
allowed himself to be offered as
a sacrifice so that he might also
become the Savior of mankind.
Before Jesuswas crucifred, he
prayed to his Father in heaven,
"Father, glorify Me together
with Yourself, with the glory
which I had with You before the
world, was" (John 17:5). Jesus
knew that he would be resurrected not to physical life, but
to the level of God's existence.
Three days and three nights
after Jesus was buried, the Father changed the battered lifeless physical remains of Jesus'
mortal body into an immortal
spirit being. Thus Jesus was
able to resume his eternal life,
at the side of his Father in a
spiritual environment that no
mortal can experience. God
alone "has immortality,
dwelling in unapproachable
light, whom no man has seen or
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It took the Voyager2 spacecraft
lmore than 12 years to reach
I Neptune,the eighth planetfrom
the sun. With its missionto the
outer planets finished, Voyager2
is now soaring out to the edge of
the solar system and on into
interstellarspace.
The distance the spacecraft
has traveled is about l/toool 1
percent of the distance to
ProximaCentauri,the next closest
star to earth after the sun.
Becausethe universeis so
vast, distancesbetween stars and
galaxiesare usuallymeasuredin
terms of light-years.The distance
light travelsin one year is
6 trillionmiles (9.7
approximately
Neptuneis
trillionkilometers).
about 4.5 light-hoursfrom earth.
ProximaCentauriis about 4.3
light-yearsaway.
It Voyager2 were heading
toward ProximaCentauri(it isn't),
it would not arrivethere until
approximately8O000 years!
Voyager2 is hurtling through
space at about 40,000 miles
(64,000kilometers)an hour. Even
if it were travelingat 30 million
miles (48 millionkilometers)an
hour. it would take more than a
lifetimeto make even a one-way
trip to the neareststar in our
own galaxy.
The distancesof galaxiesfrom
earth are measuredin terms of
millionsand even billionsof
And scientistssay
light-years.
they are getting farther awaY all
the time. This does not diminish
the outstandingsuccessof the
Voyagerprogram,but it does Put
it in perspective.Mortal man is
confined to a very small corner of
the universe.
The Milky Way galaxy (bottorn
cube),one of billions of galaxies in
the uniuerse, rs approxirnatelY
100,000light-years across.It is so
uast that our solar system (toP
cube) is a rrcre speck in comparison. The sun and a few of its closest neighbors, including Proxima
Centauri, the next closest star to
earth after the sun, are shown in
the middle cube.

can see" (I Timothy 6:16).
Jesus Christ was changed
from mortal flesh to immortal
spirit by means of a resurrection. The same thing will happen to others when he returns
to earth. The Bible tells us that
at that time. converted children
of God will be changed "in a

tunity to receive immortality.
Can we begin to grasp what
these scriptures are telling us?
God the Father and Jesus
Christ want us to share eternity with them as spirit-composed members of their family-spiritual children of the
Father, and spiritual brothers

(( S c i enc e
cannorsolve the ultimate
mystery of nature. And it is because
in the last analvsiswe ourselvesare
part of the myster)' we are trying
to solve. ))
MAX PLANCK,PHYSICIST
moment, in the twinkling of an
eye, at the last trumpet. For
the trumpet will sound, and the
dead [in Christ] will be raised
incorruptible, and we [who are
alivel shall be changed. For
this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal
must put on immortality" (I
Corinthians 15:52-53).Other
scriptures reveal that every human being who has ever lived
will ultimately have an oppor-

of the Son. We were indeed
created with the potential to
live forever-not for just a few
years of mortality on earth.
ETTNillIY
AilDTTA]ITY
The Bible shows us that we
can transcend the limitations
of physical existence and become members of the family of
God. We can only begin to
grasp the implications of what
that means, for as Paul wrote

Map drawn from photographs
taken from obseruatoriesshous
the entire celestial sphere of
stars uisible from earth. White
band of clouds and stars is the
disk of the Milky Way galaxy.
to the Corinthians, "Eye has
not seen. nor ear heard. nor
have entered into the heart of
man the things which God has
prepared for those who love
Him" (I Corinthians 2:9). The
full wonder of our human potential is beyond our capacity
to grasp. But perhaps the discoveries at the frontiers of
knowledge can help us understand that there ls a reality out
there beyond our senses.
The words the apostle Paul
wrote nearly 2,000 years ago
should have an even greater
impact today: "For since the
creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen,
being understood by the things
that are made, even His eternal
power and Godhead, so that
they [the skeptics in Paul's
day] are without excuse" (Romans 1:20).
How much more are we without excuse,we who have probed
the far reaches of the universe
and glimpsed the strange work-
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ings of inner space.We are in
a better position than ever before to begin to comprehend
the power and majesty of the
Creator. And to be awed by
the realization that we were
created to share that immortal
spirit life as members of the
family of God. And also
sobered as we acknowledgeour
present inadequacies-both
physical and spiritual.
In the universe there may be
as many as 100 billion galaxies, each with perhaps 100 billion suns, each converting millions of tons of matter into
energy every second. We have
learned how to harness a minuscule amount of that kind of
power. But we use it to build
weapons that could destroy

are mindful of him. . . ?"
(Psalm 8:3-4).
We know so much more today. If we take what we have
learned. and examine it with
the timeless light of what is
revealed in the Bible, we can
understand why God is mindful of us mortal humans. We,
who are made in the image of
God, have the potential to
share God's character, his
glory and his eternal existence.
We find ourselves part of a
magnificent physical creation,
which is part of a spectrum of
all that exists. At the edges of
what we can observe, this creation expands into unthinkable
immensity and dissolves into
unimaginable smallness. Its
limits-if there are limits-lie

66 By faith
we understandthat
the worlds were framed
by the word of God, so that the things
which are seen were not made
of things which are
visible. ))
HEBRE\TS11:3
our little corner of the universe.We, in our present state,
are not ready for eternity!
TAI{f,I]{DOiI IHE IHRESHOI.D
Three thousand years ago,
David the psalmist looked out
into the universe and was
moved to write: "When I consider Your heavens. the work
of Your fingers, the moon and
the stars, which You have ordained. what is man that You
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beyond our grasp for now.
And yet, they are attainable.
There is one who has shown
us that the dimensions beyond
our experience will not always
be out of reach. Jesus Christ,
the Creator who formed the
visible creation from that
which is not seen (Hebrews
11:3), has paved the way for
us.
About 2,000 years ago, Jesus
was born as a mortal human

being, and lived on earth,
sharing the experiences,the
problems, the frustrations and
limitations of those he had
created. He allowed himself to
be killed, a sacrifice for the
sins of all humanity. But after
three days and three nights he
was resurrected, and the power
and glory he once had as an
immortal member of the God
family was restored."He is the
image of the invisible God, the
firstborn over all creation."
wrote the apostle Paul (Colossians 1:1.5).
BuI only the /rrstborn. All
humanity was created to have
a place in God's family. Paul
continues: "For by Him all
things were created that are in
heaven and that are on earth,
visible and invisible, whether
thrones or dominions or principalities or powers. All things
were created through Him and
for Him. And He is before all
things, and in Him all things
consist" (verses16-17).
As Creator. as Firstborn and
as Savior, Jesus Christ plays a
central role in the future of every human being. We will not
be ready for eternal life until
we have learned to live and
think as he does. The potential
is there, but we cannot make
progress by ourselves. It must
be a partnership, between willing and humble human beings,
and their loving and merciful
Creator. Once that partnership
has formed, the process of developing godly character can
begin.
Only then can we fulfill our
ultimate destiny and advance
from morbality to immortalityto become spirit-composed
members of the familv of God!
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